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CATIC Partners with Stavvy to Launch New Features in PrepExpress® in
Addition to Offering a Third-Party Solution
CATIC is pleased to announce the launch of new features in PrepExpress®, the company’s proprietary closing
software program. These features, eRemit and eSubmit, allow CATIC agents to electronically pay for and
submit their policies and other related documents directly and electronically to CATIC. PrepExpress eRemit
and eSubmit are being offered in partnership with Stavvy, which powers the payments through their safe and
secure platform. eRemit and eSubmit will allow our agents to fully complete a policy transaction from one
central location, instead of printing, collating paper and coordinating physical checks to be remitted.
“We are very excited to introduce this cutting-edge and game-changing technology to our agents. We continue
to strive to provide our agents with all the tools that are necessary to keep them ‘in the game’ and create
efficiencies in their business. eRemit and eSubmit are a couple of ways to get things done more quickly in a
more safe and secure manner,” said Jim Czapiga, President & CEO of The CATIC Family of Companies.
In an age of ever-increasing fraud, eRemit and eSubmit allow the user to remit premiums and policies in a more
secure manner than paper checks. Online fund transfers conducted via PrepExpress are secured with enterpriselevel encryption and audit trails and are compliant with bank requirements and local and federal laws.
For those CATIC agents who use third-party software systems instead of PrepExpress, CATIC also has a safe
and secure solution. Available in the Apple App Store and the Android App Store is CATIC’s EZ REMIT app,
which allows non-PrepExpress users to electronically remit their premiums and submit their policies and other
related documents.
Before launching these features, CATIC sought and obtained multiple attorney opinion letters stating that the
features are fully compliant with the Rules of Professional Conduct in each state in which it does business. This
new, all-digital solution will save valuable time for our agents and their customers.
CATIC agents who wish to use these new features can view an online tutorial that breaks down the process, or
seek assistance from their agency advisor. To learn more please visit: https://catic.com/what-weoffer/products/prepexpress.
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ABOUT CATIC:
CATIC, along with its sister company CATIC Title Insurance Company, is currently licensed in every state east
of the Mississippi and in Texas and is currently doing business through an independent agent network in 12
states. The Company is an underwriting member of the American Land Title Association (ALTA) and the North
American Bar-Related® Title Insurers. For more information about the Company, or to become a CATIC agent,
please visit us at www.CATIC.com.
ABOUT STAVVY:
Stavvy is a financial technology company that designs platforms to manage security risk, eliminate
fragmentation, and increase speed, efficiency, and transparency in the lending, banking and settlement services
industry. The company’s mission is to transform how business is conducted remotely by making complex legal
and financial transactions easier, safer, and more accessible to all. Its software includes eClosing functionality
like remote signature, remote notary, and video conferencing tools that enable businesses, lenders, and their
customers to perform remote transactions. To learn more, please visit www.stavvy.com.

